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Writing Cases 2001
a practical comprehensive and multidisciplinary guide that blends an
informal workshop style with solid theory and practice it is suitable for
those conducting case research in business or the social sciences
whether experienced or novice it also includes skills for writing both
teaching cases and research cases

The Art and Craft of Case Writing
2023-07-01
offering a step by step guide on how to write an impactful decision based
teaching case for business education this book aids in the creation of
resources that will be essential for an academic curriculum it
demonstrates how the case and teaching note can be prepared and
presented for a successful submission to publishers

How to Write Great Business Cases
2022-03-30
this case writing workbook offers something unique in the world of case
writing manuals the third edition of the case writing workbook a guide for
faculty and students provides 11 standalone chapters that focus
specifically on challenges related to the case writing process the book is
meant for day to day use as a model of the case writing process with
exercises worksheets and training activities that will guide you through
the entire course of writing both a traditional case and instructor s
manual or a concise short case and its associated teaching note brief
explanatory notes will lead you step by step through all the
developmental exercises including readying the case for publication and
teaching it in the classroom or online designed as an individualized
workshop to assist case authors to structure their writing this book
combines the easy to understand student focused language with new
material covering the latest developments and challenges in the world of
case writing these include a fresh focus on writing and teaching concise
cases which are particularly suited to the world of blended learning
emphasis on secondary research methodology particularly using digital
technologies and social media a new case study running throughout the
book with restructured worksheets and notes to support it enhanced
online case teaching information and discussion of the development of



multi media cases particularly using video complete instructor s
materials to support the text are available online including powerpoint
presentations guidance on embedding cases within the curriculum a
sample syllabus that incorporates cases within it and selected student
assignments and handouts finishing all the book s assignments will result
in a complete case and instructor s manual that can be tested in the
classroom and submitted to a conference or journal the case writing
workbook is a must for the shelf of any academic or student conducting
qualitative research and looking to enhance their skill set and any
instructor working with cases in their teaching

The Case Writing Workbook 2011-01-01
time and again the authors have observed how a great program faculty
creates unique learning experiences to everybody s satisfaction they
have experienced the pleasure that all involved feel when great learning
has taken place when the program participants leave the sessions with
an enhanced skill set and co created answers to pending and future
challenges they are also aware that creating such moments of truth
involving the value proposition of business schools corporate universities
or other training institutions has not been mastered everywhere they
have written this book to contribute to the ongoing professionalization of
business education and aim to share some of the key lessons learned
when creating unique learning experiences entailing learning that sticks
a great means to this end is using cases in executive education while the
variety of what can still be called a case is extremely wide the authors by
no means preach that cases are the only way forward like every tool
cases must be applied wisely and with a minimum amount of skill there is
also a bigger toolset vailable and there are also additional contextual
factors to consider they include teaching and learning traditions in
different local settings they comprise individual s learning preferences as
the authors outline in this book the case based method nonetheless
offers tremendous potential the art and science of case writing are still
known to too few of those involved in delivering executive education
seminars

Cases How To Write And Use Them
2014-12-18
readable and practical this workbook provides technical assistance and
concrete advice for researching writing and teaching with cases the



exercises and worksheets encourage practicing skills and serve as a
handy and affordable workshop alternative for both novice and
experienced case writers nine stand alone modules and 79 exercise
worksheets guide case authors through the entire case writing process
from research through publication special topics such as teaching
students to write cases learning how to review for others and
collaborative writing techniques are explained and will grab the readers
attention the book is written in a to the point engaging manner and
avoids academic jargon acronyms and inside terminology it can be used
as a stand alone volume or in concert with any other case writing manual

Case Writing For Executive Education 2006
opinion writing and case preparation equips trainee barristers with the
tools and techniques they need to identify analyse and present
convincing legal arguments and gives a thorough grounding in the skill of
writing opinions with its systematic approach to legal research and fact
management the manual provides trainee barristers with an efficient and
reliable method for preparing a client s case the fundamental qualities of
effective writing are also clearly identified and explained helping you
develop this essential skill particular care is taken to guide you through
the appropriate ways of writing opinions in a variety of contexts

The Case Writing Workbook: A Self-Guided
Workshop 2016-08-25
this book provides medical students and physicians with a practical step
by step guide on how to write and publish a medical case report the case
report is the traditional way for physicians to describe their unique or
unusual cases to a broad audience and it plays an important role in the
discovery of new diseases or syndromes unusual manifestations of
disease important adverse drug reactions and the generation of
hypotheses for further study this book guides readers through the
process from choosing a case to report on to finding a publisher and then
comment on future directions and potential new uses of case reports
including expanded computer case databases to optimize care for
individual patients and new applications in medical education
interspersed throughout the text are example case reports many written
by the authors with commentary on their experiences working with those
reports to provide context and aid readers in creating clear concise and
useful case reports



Teaching and Writing Case Studies
2016-11-02
writing use cases as a means of capturing the behavioral requirements of
software systems and business processes is a practice that is quickly
gaining popularity use cases provide a beneficial means of project
planning because they clearly show how people will ultimately use the
system being designed on the surface use cases appear to be a
straightforward and simple concept faced with the task of writing a set of
use cases however practitioners must ask how exactly am i supposed to
write use cases because use cases are essentially prose essays this
question is not easily answered and as a result the task can become
formidable in writing effective use cases object technology expert alistair
cockburn presents an up to date practical guide to use case writing the
author borrows from his extensive experience in this realm and expands
on the classic treatments of use cases to provide software developers
with a nuts and bolts tutorial for writing use cases the book thoroughly
covers introductory intermediate and advanced concepts and is therefore
appropriate for all knowledge levels illustrative writing examples of both
good and bad use cases reinforce the author s instructions in addition the
book contains helpful learning exercises with answers to illuminate the
most important points highlights of the book include a thorough
discussion of the key elements of use cases actors stakeholders design
scope scenarios and more a use case style guide with action steps and
suggested formats an extensive list of time saving use case writing tips a
helpful presentation of use case templates with commentary on when
and where they should be employed a proven methodology for taking
advantage of use cases with this book as your guide you will learn the
essential elements of use case writing improve your use case writing
skills and be well on your way to employing use cases effectively for your
next development project

Opinion Writing and Case Preparation
2000-10-06
this book is an essential guide for anyone intending to write effective
case studies for educational purposes the practical tips provided in this
book would apply to case writers at all levels benefiting not only the
novice but also more experienced case writers who are looking to
improve the quality of their case writing the book covers all of the



fundamental components of a case study and provides tips on how to
manage the common challenges encountered at each stage of writing it
also guides the reader on what makes a good case study and best
practices to ensure quality control the book would not be complete
without some tried and tested advice for writing a strong teaching note
to accompany the case beyond the writing itself it also provides an
overview of possible avenues for case publication

How to Write and Analyze Cases
2018-12-06
the elements of psychological case report writing in australia is a
comprehensive and applied review of material required for basic case
conceptualisation and report writing in australia for anyone submitting
case reports to the psychology board of australia to support their
application for general registration this is an absolute must have

Writing Case Reports 2017-11-21
this book offers a modular set of chapters that focus specifically on the
challenges related to case writing exercises worksheets and training
activities help guide readers sequentially through the entire process of
writing both a case and an instructor s manual teaching note designed as
an individualized workshop to assist case authors to structure their
writing this book combines the easy to understand student focused
language of the first edition with new material covering the latest
developments and challenges in the world of case writing these include a
section on writing cases in condensed time frames a new module on
writing short cases in various formats a new module on turning research
papers into teaching tools a section about growing communities of
practice in a university an expansion of the student case writing module
to include a section on case writing for graduate students twelve new
worksheets a complete index to facilitate use of the book finishing all the
book s assignments will result in a complete case and instructor s manual
that can be tested in the classroom and submitted to a conference or
journal the case writing workbook is a must for the shelf of any academic
or student conducting qualitative research and looking to enhance their
skill set



Writing Effective Use Cases 2017-04-27
provides a practical comprehensive and multidisciplinary guide that
blends an informal workshop style with solid theory and practice
conducting case research in business or the social sciences

Tips And Tools: A Guide To Effective Case
Writing 2023-10-30
offering a step by step guide on how to write an impactful decision based
teaching case for business education this book aids in the creation of
resources that will be essential for an academic curriculum it
demonstrates how the case and teaching note can be prepared and
presented for a successful submission to publishers how to write great
business cases provides concise case writing guidance applicable to case
writers from any business discipline it covers the core elements of writing
a decision based case such as interviews and case testing ultimately
readers of this essential book will be taught how to write an engaging
business case that will pique students interests this accessible book will
be perfect for novice case writers endeavouring to succeed in the case
writing process with particular focus applied to north american case
writing opportunities it will additionally be beneficial for experienced case
researchers as well as academics of business and management wishing
to enrich their practice and author further publications how to write great
business cases delivers just what its title promises a practical guide to
crafting cases that engage students and instructors manuals that show
how to meet learning objectives in the classroom useful for both new and
experienced writers this book covers it all from selecting a topic to
getting your case published anne t lawrence phd chair case research
foundation us how to write great business cases is a comprehensive yet
easy to read guide that can be used as a quick reference as well as an
introduction to case writing it will prove useful to those authors new to
the scholarship of business cases as well as previously published case
authors john d varlaro johnson wales university and past president the
north american case research association nacra us teaching cases are a
frequently underappreciated and often misunderstood genre of academic
literature it is hard for newcomers to apprehend what goes into writing
an effective case and instructor manual this book provides a straight to
the point practical introduction to case writing that is priceless for new
case writers well published case writers will also find this work a useful
resource for honing their craft the authors have distilled decades of case



writing learning and wisdom into a book worth owning that includes a
case writing step by step process from beginning to end with many
actionable ideas easy to read and digest this book is a must read for all
those interested in a rigorous approach to the case method it also
provides valuable leads and pointers to connect with the buoyant
growing global case writing community maria a ballesteros sola california
state university channel islands us how to write great business cases is a
fantastic resource for any case researcher regardless of experience this
extremely thorough and comprehensive book provides readers
everything they need to get their case writing projects off the ground and
to improve their existing skills i am especially impressed with the value
provided through practical usable tips for case writers high level and big
picture is prevalent throughout the book but it is the details that really
set it apart i have in the past considered the idea of writing a book on
how to write a case and now because this one exists i don t see the need
eric dolansky editor case research journal brock university canada
through accessible writing illustrative examples and in depth research
schnarr and woodwark offer case writers of all levels a timely substantial
and up to date guide to making an even greater scholarly and practical
impact through business cases i applaud their work an d encourage its
widespread usage michael m goldman university of san francisco us

The Elements of Psychological Case Report
Writing in Australia 2011
the thirty five supreme court cases in the second edition provide a solid
accessible foundation for understanding civil liability law and its impact
on policing operations and management this convenient resource also
includes a brief review of the basics of judicial reasoning and a short
introduction on how to brief cases these materials and the discussion
questions at the end of each section help readers understand the process
of legal inquiry and analysis and the changing nature of police civil
liability law an excellent complement to kappelers text critical issues in
police civil liability fourth edition

The Case Writing Workbook 1989
this book is classified into three pertinent sections the first section
introduces readers to the concept structure and purpose of case studies
the second section deals with how to write case studies in an effective
and engaging manner the third section focuses on teachers who are



expected to teach core management concepts through case studies
individuals who are interested to know about the nuances of case writing
and develop themselves as good case writers and teachers who wish to
adopt the right approach to case based teaching in classes will find this
book extremely useful

Writing and Teaching Cases: A Handbook
for an Incredible Research Methodology
and Learning 2024-07-28
for physical therapists and other health care professionals who want to
contribute descriptions of practice to their profession s body of
knowledge

The Art and Craft of Case Writing
2006-02-24
although the case study research method is increasingly important and
used by many researchers it is still not well understood case study
research in the quick guides series explains the main issues which have
to be considered before case study research is undertaken as well as
providing check lists as to how to go about using this research approach
case study research is not an easy option and this book points out where
the challenges are and what needs to be done to become a competent
case study researcher issues which are given particular attention include
different types of case study the issue of how many cases are required
research proposals and research protocols when using case studies the
collection and analysis of data case study research also addressed the
analysis of case study data the case study write up and how to evaluate
a case study

Case Analysis and Fundamentals of Legal
Writing 1874
if you have a working knowledge of haskell this hands on book shows you
how to use the language s many apis and frameworks for writing both
parallel and concurrent programs you ll learn how parallelism exploits
multicore processors to speed up computation heavy programs and how
concurrency enables you to write programs with threads for multiple



interactions author simon marlow walks you through the process with lots
of code examples that you can run experiment with and extend divided
into separate sections on parallel and concurrent haskell this book also
includes exercises to help you become familiar with the concepts
presented express parallelism in haskell with the eval monad and
evaluation strategies parallelize ordinary haskell code with the par
monad build parallel array based computations using the repa library use
the accelerate library to run computations directly on the gpu work with
basic interfaces for writing concurrent code build trees of threads for
larger and more complex programs learn how to build high speed
concurrent network servers write distributed programs that run on
multiple machines in a network

How to Write Great Business Cases 1891
in write your own business case studies paula guides you through topic
and customer selection interviewing structuring the case study and in
depth writing and editing instruction you ll learn how something so well
known as the story structure from books and movies can bring your
business case studies to life and give your company the edge in a highly
competitive world you ll learn the importance of wiifm what s in it for me
and why you must understand and provide for the needs of your reader if
you want to succeed when the case study is done you ll hold onto your
notes to re use for five more marketing pieces in part two of the book
you ll use this information to write handouts media releases articles blog
posts and eblasts

Police Civil Liability 2018-07-15
in the legal writing workshop using rhetoric to make your strongest case
two professors of law and rhetoric give you strategies to address any
legal writing task from start to finish pryal and jack help lawyers and
legal professionals develop a thorough system for writing and speaking
one that addresses a lawyer s full spectrum of writing concerns from
beating writer s block to developing eloquent style and arguing ethically
for any given case pryal and jack use a unique combination of ancient
techniques and cutting edge research on rhetoric writing and law to give
every lawyer and legal professional the tools to write effectively back
cover



Roscoe's Digest of the Law of Evidence in
Criminal Cases 2009-01-01
japanese society is often referred to as an example of a homogeneous
culture moderated by an ethos of groupism yet often enough
homogeneity is its own worst enemy as norms are required and enforced
at the centre of power to the detriment of individual and human rights

Reports of Cases Determined in the Appeal
and Chancery Divisions and Selected Cases
in the King's Bench and at Chambers of the
Supreme Court of New Brunswick
2013-04-01
1893 94 include selected decisions of the board of revenue n w p and
oudh

How to Write and Teach Case Studies
Effectively? 2013-07-12
most business schools use case studies in their courses however these
are typically based on past cases and assigned to students to solve this
book describes a new approach for teaching with case studies which was
developed and applied successfully at tum school of management in this
approach student teams write and solve their own case study on a topic
concerning current and future businesses a case can thus be on their
own startup or a strategic decision of existing companies during the
course the students receive intensive coaching while selecting and
developing the case topic by the course advisors as well as feedback by
industry experts and executives for whom the case is actually a burning
question the authors present 17 cases covering strategic questions for
startups and technology companies such as deutsche post bmw ryanair
lufthansa stadtwerke münchen fielmann adidas siemens caribou
biosciences eon airbus unicredit and ubs



Writing Case Reports 1885

Case Study Research 2011

Parallel and Concurrent Programming in
Haskell 1884

The Practical Teacher 1878

Write Your Own Business Case Studies
1869

Parsons' Hand-book of Forms 1889

Cases Argued and Adjudged in the Court of
Appeals of the State of Texas 2015-02-20

Report of Cases Argued and Determined in
the Supreme Court of Alabama 1889

Handbook of Criminal Cases 2016-01-31

The Legal Writing Workshop 1891

The Kentucky Law Reporter 1896



Case Studies on Human Rights in Japan
1891

The Lancet 2018-09-08

The National Corporation Reporter 1984

Weekly Notes of Cases Decided by the High
Court, N.-w. P

Case Studies in Strategic Management
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